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Salamanders: The Omnibus Games
Workshop
Presents an anthology of science fiction
stories about the destruction of planets,
set in the world of Warhammer 40,000.
The Primarchs Black Library
The Salamanders Chapter, fire-born sons of
Vulkan, unite to face a threat to their very existence
in this omnibus edition of the Tome of Fire trilogy.
The Salamanders have a long and noble history,
standing proud among the First Founding Space
Marine Chapters. Though their appearance can be
terrifying, they are deeply honourable, and will go
to any lengths to safeguard the Imperium and its
billions of teeming citizens. After the death of their
captain, Da’kir and Tsu’gan, battle-brothers and
rivals, face enemies from within and without. As
their paths diverge and they face trials that will test
them to their very limits, their destinies draw them
back together for one final confrontation... New
edition of a great-value omnibus that contains all

three novels in the Tome of Fire trilogy -
Salamander, Firedrake and Nocturne - plus a host of
additional short stories.

Pennyblade Games Workshop
Sigmar announces his return as his
Stormcast Eternals strike a vengeful blow
against the hordes of Chaos. Across the
Mortal Realms, a storm rages. Lord-
Celestant Vandus Hammerhand has
claimed one of the Gates of Azyr - he now
makes for the dreaded Gate of Wrath in the
fire-blackened Brimstone Peninsula of
Aqshy, and a reckoning with the Chaos
Lord Korghos Khul. His fellow Lord-
Celestants fight just as hard to break the
dominion of Chaos; the Stormhosts' grand
crusade brings war to the Ghyrtract Fen,
where Gardus of the Hallowed Knights
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strives to take back the Gates of Dawn.
Meanwhile, in the mystical Hanging Valleys
of Anvrok, Thostos Bladestorm leads his
men against a towering fortress which
conceals a prize beyond measure.
Knight of Talassar: The Cato Sicarius
Omnibus Games Workshop
The war between dwarfs and elves that shaped
the Warhammer world begins. Thousands of
years before the rise of men, the dwarfs and
elves are stalwart allies and enjoy an era of
unrivalled peace and prosperity. But when
dwarf trading caravans are attacked and their
merchants slain, the elves are accused of
betrayal. Quick to condemn the people of
Ulthuan as traitors, the mountain lords
nevertheless try to prevent conflict, but the
elves’ arrogance undoes any chance of

reconciliation and war is inevitable. At the city
of Tor Alessi a vast army stands against the
dwarfs. Here Snorri Halfhand, son of the High
King of the dwarfs, will meet his destiny
against the elven King Caledor as the first blow
is struck in a conflict that could bring about
the fall of two great civilisations.
Shattered Legions Games Workshop
Captain Sicarius leads the Second
Company of the Ultramarines to war
against seemingly impossible odds
in defence of the world of Black
Reach. In the dark future of the
41st millennium, the Imperium
fights a desperate battle for
mankind's survival amongst the
stars. Foremost among its
protectors are the Space Marines,
genetically engineered superhumans
trained to be the ultimate
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warriors. And of all the Space
Marines, it is the noble and
courageous Ultramarines who best
embody this warrior ideal. When the
planet of Black Reach is invaded by
a mighty ork horde, the
Ultramarines must act fast - if the
greenskins gain a foothold in the
system, then they will surely
spread and threaten the enitre
sector. As the Ultramarines attack
in all their righteous fury, the
scene is set for an epic battle:
one hundred Space Marines versus
fifty thousand orks!

The Horus Heresy: Born of Flame
Vulkan Lives
The Dwarfs are a stoic and long
lived race. Their unbending
will and pride serve them as

fearsome warriors on the
battlefield and the greatest
craftsmen across the Old World.
But cross them at your peril, as
a dwarf grude is never
forgotten, a quest for revenge
handed down from generation to
generation until debt is settled
in blood.

Dwarfs Games Workshop
Awesome collection of stories
centred around the infamous
Ultramarine; Cato Sicarius.
The Great Betrayal Games
Workshop
An amazing collection of
Horus Heresy Primarch short
stroies, penned by a host of
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best selling authors. A must
have for all fans of Horus
Heresy! From their shadowed
origins to the desperate
battles that ensued when half
of them rebelled against their
father, the Sons of the
Emperor – the vaunted
primarchs – were among the
greatest of humanity's
champions, warriors without
peer and heroes whose deeds
became legend. From the Angel
Sanguinius, who took the sole
brunt of his Legion's most
brutal acts, to Vulkan, whose
humanity made him unique
amongst his brothers, and from

dour Perturabo, architect,
inventor and murderous
warlord, to Horus, whose
shining light was eclipsed
only by the darkness that grew
within his soul, this
anthology covers eight of the
primarchs and their greatest –
or darkest – deeds. CONTENTS
The Passing of Angels by John
French The Abyssal Edge by
Aaron Dembski-Bowden Mercy of
the Dragon by Nick Kyme Shadow
of the Past by Gav Thorpe The
Emperor’s Architect by Guy
Haley Prince of Blood by L J
Goulding The Ancient Awaits by
Graham McNeill Misbegotten by
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Dan Abnett
Masters of Stone and Steel
Games Workshop
First novel about the
Salamanders Chapter of Space
Marines, superhuman warriors of
the far future.
Legacies of Betrayal Games
Workshop
Book 20 in The Horus Heresy series
returns in Mass Market paperback
Created in the Emperor’s own
image, the primarchs had long
thought themselves to be princes
of the universe and masters of
their own destiny – they led the
Space Marine Legions in glorious
conquest of the galaxy, and no
enemy of the Imperium could stand
against them. However, even

amongst this legendary brotherhood,
the seeds of dissent had been sown
long before the treacherous
Warmaster Horus declared his grand
heresy. Gathered within this
anthology are four novellas
focusing on some of the mightiest
warriors and leaders that mankind
has ever known – Fulgrim, Ferrus
Manus, Lion El’Jonson and Konrad
Curze – and the roles that they may
have yet to play in a war which
threatens to change the face of the
Imperium forever.

The War of Vengeance Games
Workshop
As the Emperor marshals his
armies to reclaim the galaxy
for the glory of mankind, one
by one his Space Marine
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Legions are reunited with
their missing primarchs. The
XVIII Legion are still waiting
to find their true identity,
unaware their own lord has
been found. In the Taras
Division, legionaries face
annihilation as they take a
last, desperate stand against
a monstrous ork invasion.
Meanwhile, on Nocturne, Vulkan
has raised and trained a new
force of warriors. Now it is
the time for him to lead his
sons into battle. Now it is
the time for him to truly don
the mantle of primarch, not
only to save one half of his

Legion, but forge a new,
indivisible whole. As the
Emperor marshals his armies to
reclaim the galaxy for the
glory of mankind, one by one
his Space Marine Legions are
reunited with their missing
primarchs. The XVIII Legion
are still waiting to find
their true identity, unaware
their own lord has been found.
In the Taras Division,
legionaries face annihilation
as they take a last, desperate
stand against a monstrous ork
invasion. Meanwhile, on
Nocturne, Vulkan has raised
and trained a new force of
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warriors. Now it is the time
for him to lead his sons into
battle. Now it is the time for
him to truly don the mantle of
primarch, not only to save one
half of his Legion, but forge
a new, indivisible whole.
Sons of the Emperor: An
Anthology Black Library
The latest title in the New
York Times bestselling series
Vulkan lies in state beneath
the Fortress of Hera, and yet
many of his sons still refuse
to believe that he is truly
dead. After a seemingly
miraculous rescue by the
Ultramarines, Artellus

Numeon, once captain of the
Pyre Guard, urges the other
Salamanders on Macragge to
leave Imperium Secundus and
return their primarch’s body
to the home world of Nocturne
– there to be reborn in the
flames of Mount Deathfire. But
Numeon grapples endlessly with
his doubts and fears for the
future of the Legion, while
their foes seek to carve out
new destinies of their own...
Assault on Black Reach Games
Workshop
The return of Captain
Sicarius! Discover what
befell Sicarius when he was
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lost in the warp, and how he
survived… The primarch Roboute
Guilliman of the Ultramarines
has returned in the galaxy’s
hour of need, and all muster
to his Indomitus Crusade to
hold back the darkness.
Amongst these heroes is Cato
Sicarius, Master of the Watch
and vaunted captain of Second
Company. Disaster befalls
Sicarius and his brave
warriors as their ship, the
Emperor’s Will, is lost to the
hellish warp, its entire crew
believed slain. But Sicarius
endures, though he and his men
are fighting for their very

survival against the denizens
of the Great Rift – the
daemons and renegades of
Chaos. Cast adrift and war-
weary, hope appears too
distant to grasp until the
storm breaks at last and a
strange world beckons. As the
captain and a band of his
chosen warriors descend to the
surface seeking aid, they find
an isolated land seemingly
from an ancient era, one
plagued by a terrible enemy.
Sicarius will not see this
world suffer, and pledges his
warriors to the world’s cause,
determined to save it,
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whatever the cost… But what is
the dark secret harboured
here, and what will it mean
for the Ultramarines if they
uncover it?
Sons of Sanguinius: A Blood Angels
Omnibus Games Workshop
The New York Times bestselling
series continues Only from out of
great conflict can true heroes
arise. With the galaxy aflame and
war on an unimaginable scale
tearing the Imperium apart,
champions of light and darkness
venture onto countless fields of
battle in service to their
masters. They ask not for
remembrance or reward – simply to
meet their destiny head-on, and
only by embracing that destiny

will they come to learn what the
unseen future may yet hold for
them... This Horus Heresy anthology
contains eighteen short stories by
authors such as Graham McNeill,
Aaron Dembski-Bowden, Nick Kyme and
many more. Also, Chris Wraight’s
acclaimed novella ‘Brotherhood of
the Storm’ delves into the nature
of the elusive White Scars Legion,
and their questionable sense of
duty to the Emperor.

The Great Devourer Omnibus
Games Workshop
This Horus Heresy collection
contains the novellas
Promethean Sun and Scorched
Earth, the novel Sons of the
Forge and two connected short
stories. Born of the fiery
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world of Nocturne, the
Salamanders believe in self
sacrifice and the sanctity of
human life. Their father Vulkan
was raised on this world, a
blacksmith's son from humble
origins who became a primarch of
the Emperor of Mankind and
forged his sons into a Legion.
Their saga is one of heroism,
betrayal, tragedy and rebirth.
They have returned from the edge
of extinction more than once,
forever embattled, never bowed,
the Legion and their primarch
the epitome of defiance in the
face of adversity. Unto the
anvil, born of flame.

War Storm Games Workshop

After the dropsite massacre,
the primarch of the
Salamanders Legion meets his
fate. In the wake of the
Dropsite Massacre at Isstvan
V, the survivors of the
Salamanders Legion searched
long and hard for their fallen
primarch, but to no avail.
Little did they know that
while Vulkan might have wished
himself dead, he lives
still...languishing in a
hidden cell for the
entertainment of a cruel
gaoler, his brother Konrad
Curze. Enduring a series of
hellish tortures designed to
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break his body and spirit,
Vulkan witnesses the depths of
the Night Haunter's depravity,
but also discovers something
else - a revelation that could
change the course of the
entire war.
Sepulturum Games Workshop
A nightmarish Warhammer
Horror novel set in the
Warhammer 40,000 universe.
Morgravia Sanctus is being
hunted. She doesn’t know by
whom or why, only that her
life is in danger. She goes
into hiding in the low-hive
of Blackgeist, in the hope of
losing her pursuers and

piecing together the fragments
of her broken memory.
Something happened to her, a
profound trauma that left
behind the ‘red dreams’ and a
physical agony that can strike
at any moment. She searches
for someone called the
‘Broker’, a trafficker in
memories and psychic mind
manipulation, but before she
can make contact catastrophe
befalls the city. A plague
sweeps the districts, turning
its citizens into blood hungry
monsters. Order collapses,
death and slaughter are
rampant. Caught up in the
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carnage, Morgravia must flee
again. As the ravening
spreads, and more and more
succumb, is there any hope of
ever stopping this contagion?
Vulkan Lives Games Workshop
Limited
The Salamanders attempt a daring
rescue mission deep in Dark Eldar
territory in order to reveal more
secrets held within the Tome of
Fire. When Chaplain Elysius of the
Salamanders is taken captive by
Dark Eldar, he faces a fight for
survival at the hands of these
cruel aliens. The Firedrakes of
1st Company attempt a daring
rescue mission, but much more is
at stake than the Chaplain’s life.
He holds the key to secrets buried

beneath Mount Deathfire, secrets
that could reveal the damnation –
or salvation – of their home world.

Lorgar Games Workshop
The Salamanders battle
through the Great Crusade and
the Horus Heresy in this
collection of novellas and
short stories that showcase
the selfless heroism of the
Fireborn. Born of the fiery
world of Nocturne, the
Salamanders believe in self
sacrifice and the sanctity of
human life. Their father
Vulkan was raised on this
world, a blacksmith's son
from humble origins who
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became a primarch of the
Emperor of Mankind and forged
his sons into a Legion. Their
saga is one of heroism,
betrayal, tragedy and rebirth.
They have returned from the
edge of extinction more than
once, forever embattled, never
bowed, the Legion and their
primarch the epitome of
defiance in the face of
adversity. Unto the anvil,
born of flame.
Firedrake Games Workshop
Omnibus edition featuring
mankind's struggle against the
world-devouring and galaxy-
threating alien tyranids. As
billions upon billions of tyranids

sweep through the galaxy, consuming
every living soul and world in
their path, it seems all will soon
fall to the ravenous xenos. Faced
with foes beyond number, Space
Marines and their common enemy the
eldar face an impossible dilemma –
do they fight to the last honour,
or retreat to safety for the future
of their race? This omnibus
contains the novel Valedor by Guy
Haley, alongside four novellas and
a host of short stories by some of
Black Library best-known authors,
including Josh Reynolds, Nick Kyme
and L J Goulding.
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